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Abstract
The paper presents technological, experimental and numerical studies aimed at the devel-
opment of a morphing nozzle in composite material with a deformable divergent section, 
which is designed to control the vector of thrust in rockets without using mechanisms or 
localized flexible joints. The nozzle design is characterized by corrugated composite walls 
and longitudinal elements that make possible a separation of load paths involved in bend-
ing response, bearing of internal pressures and related force resultants. Mechanical require-
ments and conditions of pressure, temperature and gas velocity in the morphing part of 
the nozzle are defined by selecting and investigating two potential application scenarios. 
Thereafter, both technological aspects and the assessment of mechanical performances 
are addressed by designing, manufacturing and testing a composite demonstrator with 
morphing capabilities. A lightweight and flexible thermal protection system is proposed, 
designed and numerically analyzed. Finally, a virtual demonstrator of the composite mor-
phing nozzle is developed. Results point out the possibility of manufacturing composite 
elements with axial load bearing capability that may undergo significant bending deforma-
tion without failures. The integration of a flexible thermal protection systems leads to a 
promising concept for the development of innovative morphing nozzle for rocket engine 
applications.

Keywords Composites · Corrugated laminates · Rocket nozzle · Morphing · Thrust vector 
control · Manufacturing

1 Introduction

In the field of spacecraft propulsion, several studies demonstrate the possibility of 
strongly reducing the cost per launch by using innovative architectures [1–4], so to meet 
the necessities of public and private companies, which are committed to explore and 
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apply the most efficient solutions for a low cost access to space. The active control of the 
trajectory of a missile or a spaceship, obtained by changing the orientation of the thrust 
axis, hereafter named thrust vector control (TVC), is one of the most important propul-
sive requirement which is needed, for instance, to actively control the trajectory to follow 
a target, or to counter balance the effects of wind gusts. The change of the direction of 
flight in space, where conventional aerodynamic surfaces are ineffective, can be achieved 
by altering the thrust vector of the engine or of engines cluster. Therefore, the system 
of active control of the trajectory of a missile or a spaceship in space flight is a primary 
means of attitude control, which can significantly affect the complexity and the cost of 
rocket engine. TVC systems, used both for civilian and military applications, have been 
implemented on different kinds of aerospace vehicles such as aircrafts, rockets, space-
crafts, satellites, and landers. The space engineers’ ingenuity developed many different 
solutions, which were investigated to achieve TVC functionalities (see for instance [5, 
6]) such as the gimballing of the entire combustion chamber, which represents the most 
efficient TVC technique implemented on liquid rocket engines [7, 8]. In solid propellant 
motors a common structural architecture for solid rocket booster is based on the rota-
tion of the nozzle, mounted on a fixed combustion chamber by means of a flexible joint 
[65]. In one the most successful solutions for the TVC of solid rocket motors in large 
launchers, a flexible bearing or flexseal is adopted [9–15]. Such an element consists of 
a toroidal stratified structure made of elastomeric and metallic (or composite) portions 
of a spherical cap (called shims) which must support the nozzle structure providing, at 
the same time, the possibility of few degrees of rotation enabling at the same time the 
thrust orientation modification. Typically, flexible bearing may have from 10 to 20 of 
such layers [13–15]. Indeed, the flexible bearing is a well-established technology applied 
to solid rocket motors with angles of rotation such as 7° obtained by using a predictable, 
though relatively high and variable, actuation force and power [9]. Such joint is a criti-
cally loaded element, which must transmit a significant fraction of the thrust to the rocket 
body and is placed at the end of combustion chamber, in contact with gases at very high 
temperature and pressure. The necessity to introduce a thermal protection to the joint 
represents a fundamental additional complication for design and material selection, as 
well as for maintenance and monitoring effort in case of reusable systems. Despite these 
technological challenges, such technology has been used in the solid booster of large 
launchers, as in Space Shuttle and Ariane 5 boosters  [9, 16–18].

This work is aimed at presenting a different solution for a low cost TVC system, 
which is based on the possibility of completely changing the shape of a nozzle made of 
composite corrugated laminate, so to reduce the technological complexity with respect 
to a rotational support for a rigid nozzle structure, as in the case of the gimbal and the 
flexible bearing joints. Such a possibility could lead to the introduction of functional 
TVC capabilities in a zone subjected to less severe thermal and mechanical loads, both  
in terms of pressure and thrust, allowing high angles of rotation, with potential lower 
requirements in terms in actuation force and power. The specific solution considered 
in this work is developed by exploiting the properties of corrugated composite lami-
nates, following ideas and concepts developed in the field of morphing aeronautical  
structures, which have been the subject of intense studies by aerospace research in the  
last decades  [19, 20]. In this area, composite corrugated laminates emerged as a prom-
ising concept for morphing structures and were originally proposed for the skin of 
morphing aerodynamic surfaces in  [21]. They were subsequently studied and applied 
by other authors  [22–27]. Corrugated shapes are inherently characterized by a strong 
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anisotropy, with stiffness and strength properties along and normal the corrugation 
direction that can be different of several order of magnitude  [28, 29]. Moreover, com-
posite laminates produced by stacking-up plies of long fiber reinforced plastics offer 
additional design flexibility due to the possibility of optimizing the lay-up and the ori-
entation angle of reinforcement fibers.

Starting from these considerations, in this work a morphing nozzle with a geometry 
based on a composite corrugated tube was conceived, reinforced by lateral supports 
disposed in such a way to carry thrust loads with a minimal influence on the bending 
requirements. The development of such an element had to face critical issues regard-
ing different areas. In particular, the technological feasibility, the required strength to 
carry internal pressures and thrust resultant, the development of a flexible and ade-
quate thermal protection system had to be considered. All these aspects are considered 
in the technological, numerical and experimental activities that are presented in this 
paper to investigate and preliminary assess the potential of a morphing nozzle for real 
applications.

The paper is organized in six sections, including this introduction. In the second sec-
tion, the concept of the morphing nozzle is presented with more details and some pos-
sible application scenarios are considered, based on data referred to existing propulsive 
systems, so to provide a set of realistic dimensional and operational requirements for 
the feasibility study. In the third section, the technological process to manufacture a 
reinforced composite corrugated tube is developed. Then, a numerical FEM model of 
such demonstrator and its experimental validation are presented, with the aim of assess-
ing the real mechanical response of the morphing concept and of validating the numeri-
cal approaches that can be used for system design and verification. The fourth section is 
dedicated to the conceptual development of an adequate thermal protection system. The 
sizing of such system is carried out following the requirements of the selected applica-
tion scenarios and solutions are assessed by using thermo-mechanical numerical mod-
els. A virtual prototype of the morphing nozzle is finally developed in the fifth section, 
showing the potential in terms of maximum angle of rotation of the end sections and 
evaluating the actuation forces required. The overall findings of the research are sum-
marized in the sixth conclusive section.

2  Corrugated Morphing Nozzle Concept and Application Scenarios

In the solution proposed in this paper, the control of the vector of thrust has to be 
achieved without using any mechanism or moving part. Such goal can be accomplished 
by exploiting the mechanical properties of corrugated structures based on carbon-fiber 
composite materials. Accordingly, it is proposed to use a corrugated composite tube in 
the external structure of the final part of the nozzle, which must be protected from the 
internal gases by using a flexible thermal protection system (FTPS). A sketch of the 
resulting thermally protected morphing nozzle is shown in Fig. 1.

2.1  Main Issues, Adopted Solutions, and Expected Advantages

The concept sketched in Fig.  1 presents some significant design challenges, which are 
hereby summarized:
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i) the transmission of thrust loads to the structure of the rocket, without excessive deforma-
tion or collapse of the corrugated structure;

ii) the resistance to the action of the pressure loads exerted by the exhaust gas during their 
expansion

iii) the necessity of protecting such a thin corrugated laminate from the hot exhaust plume;
iv) the interaction between the gas flow and the internal corrugated shape, which is expected 

to have a not negligible detrimental effect on thrust efficiency;

Issues i) and ii) conflict with the necessity of maximizing the deformability of the mor-
phing part of the nozzle, in order to achieve high angles of rotation with the lowest actua-
tion force. For the transmission of force, a system of lateral stiffeners was included in the 
nozzle structure. These elements carry the axial loads without opposing to the bending of 
the tube about a pre-defined axis. The nozzle can be manufactured by assembling different 
modules with mutually perpendicular bending axes so that, by combining the allowable 
rotations, a generic orientation can be achieved. This structural concept is assessed in the 
paper by developing a demonstrator based on a cylindrical geometry, which is shown in 
Fig. 2. The morphing structure of the demonstrator consists of two modules, each one rein-
forced by a pair of thin lateral stiffeners. The mechanical and technological issues related 
to such structural concept are investigated in Sect. 3 of the paper, which is focused on the 
design, manufacturing, modelling and testing of the demonstrator sketched in Fig. 2.

Considering the protection from thermal loads, related to issue iii) in the previous list, 
the solutions proposed are based on the internal flexible thermal protection system (FTPS), 
which can morph together with the external structure. Such an internal FTPS should also 
provide a smooth internal surface, thus eliminating undesired drag effects on the internal 
flows, thus addressing the aforementioned issue iv). The internal FTPS solution and it is 
integration in the nozzle structures is presented in detail in Sect. 4, considering the proper-
ties of ablative and insulating materials typically used in space applications.

Overall, the experimental, technological and numerical activities were performed to 
develop a preliminary design study, so to investigate the potential of the concept, which is 
expected to provide a rocket thrust vector control with a series of potential advantages that 
are hereby summarized:

Fig. 1  Sketch of the proposed TVC system based on the corrugated morphing nozzle concept
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– possibility of achieving high angle of rotation of the end section without failure;
– reduction of the additional weight and complexity of the TVC system, thanks to 

absence of mechanisms, critical flexible joints and reduction of actuation forces;
– reduction of the cost of the propulsive system, as a consequence of complexity reduc-

tion;
– possible limitation of the forces required for actuating the rotation;
– possibility to introduce some elements of the potential for reusability, since the low-cost 

terminal part of the nozzle can be removed without requiring the replacement of other 
structurally critical and expensive parts of the assembly.    

2.2  Definition of Reference Data for Possible Application Scenarios

The design of the morphing nozzle was conducted considering real-world requirements 
and actual technological challenges. A survey led to define two promising types of applica-
tion scenarios: small rocket size engines with relatively low thrust and temperatures in the 
nozzle terminal parts and medium size engines with a limited firing time. More specifi-
cally, two possible application scenarios (AS) have been identified: a 3 kN liquid mono-
propellant thruster (MR-80B MLE, Aerojet rocketdine – AS1) and a 32 kN solid propellant 
motor (Orbital ATK Orion 38 – AS2). The main propulsive data for these original chemi-
cal propulsion systems are listed on Table 1.

The MR-80B MLE (AS1) is a liquid rocket engine for a planetary lander with a sin-
gle nozzle configuration, which is a derivation of the multiple-nozzle configuration of the 
MR-80 engine used for the two Viking missions to Mars in 1976  [30, 31]. In such a con-
figuration, no TVC was provided, but the thrust directionality was obtained by regulating 
the thrust of single engine in a six-thruster configuration. The AS2 is represented by the 
Orion 38 solid propellant engine, which was developed as a third stage for the Pegasus 
launch vehicle incorporating a ± 5 deg vectorable nozzle. The reported propulsive data are 
available in  [32].

The NASA CEA2 program   [33] was used to calculate the values of temperature in 
combustion chamber, considering a composition of the HTPB-based solid propellant, with  
19% by mass of aluminum powder. Calculation was performed by imposing the require-
ments (average chamber pressure, expansion ratio, propellant composition) reported in    
[32, 34]. The knowledge of temperature in combustion chamber allowed an evaluation of 
the operational conditions of the nozzle, which represent a reference for the structures and 
the TPS of the morphing nozzle. It is worth noting that the morphing structure is limited 
to the terminal part of the nozzle, where temperatures and pressures can be significantly 
lower than those in throat or in combustion chamber. A computation of the gasdynamic 
expansion of the exhausts was performed under the assumptions of 1-D nozzle, isentropic 
flow and frozen chemistry [5], by implementing the resulting simplified analytical model 
in a  Matlab® script. The results are reported in Fig. 3, where the pressure (Fig. 3A), the 
temperature (Fig. 3B), and the exhaust speed (Fig. 3C) are given as a function of the nor-
malized expansion ratio for AS1 and AS2. A dashed vertical line is drawn in correspond-
ence of a value of the expansion ratio which corresponds to the beginning of the mor-
phing part of the nozzle.
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3  Manufacture, Modelling and Testing of a Corrugated Demonstrator

3.1  Design and Material Selection for the Simplified Technological Demonstrator

The development of the corrugated cylindrical demonstrator, presented in Fig. 2, repre-
sents a significant milestone to evaluate the technological feasibility and a first experi-
mental assessment of the mechanical functional concepts of the morphing nozzle. The 
tube manufacturing required the production of a double-curved surface with composite 
plies and the lamination technology was adopted, assuming that the drapability of the 
composite plies was adequate and that the required curing pressures could be uniformly 
exerted. Production and integration of the lateral stiffener elements also represented a 
technological issue.

On the basis of technological considerations, an internal diameter Di of 120 mm was 
selected for the demonstrator shown in Fig. 2A. Such diameter can be considered repre-
sentative of the AS1 engine, which has an exit diameter of 154 mm.

Previous experimental activities on corrugated composite laminates drove the selection 
of the material and of other geometrical parameters for a first technological trial [27]. The 
chosen nominal profile is shown in Fig. 2B, and has a period, p, of 24 mm and a height, 
h, of 12  mm, with a rounded shape to simplify lamination on the double-curved sur-
face. As a consequence, the external diameter De of the tube results of 144 mm. A flange 
diameter, Df, of 160 mm was adopted. The modules of the demonstrator were designed 
to achieve a total length of 273 mm, similar to the nozzle length in AS1. The material 
selected for tube production was a carbon fabric ply  HexPly® M49, a plain weave fab-
ric with a cured ply thickness of 0.22 mm. Material properties were obtained by charac-
terization tests, performed by testing [0/90]2s and [+45/-45]2s coupons in agreement with 
ASTM standards [35, 36]. The average elastic constant resulted E11 = E22 = 64,602 MPa, 
ν12 = 0.052,  G12 = 4043 MPa. These data were consistent with those presented in the mate-
rial datasheet given by the producer [37]. Considering the projection of tube longitudinal 
axis as a reference direction on the corrugated laminate, a [+ 45/–45] lamination sequence 
was adopted for the demonstrator, to maximize tube bending compliance.

The lateral stiffeners were designed with a 1 mm thick core made of a polyamide poly-
mer (PA2200), which was produced by means of a Selective Laser Sintering 3D-printing 
process (Fig. 4). Material has a Young Modulus of 1600 MPa, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3, and 
a Vicat softening temperature of 163 °C  [38]. Such polymeric cores, shown in Fig. 4B, 
were coated in the final assembly process by using two plies of the same carbon fabric 
used for the tube (Fig. 4C), to increase the stiffness and the critical buckling loads and 
enhance compressive load carrying capability. Such a polymeric material was chosen con-
sidering the scope of the demonstrator manufacturing and provides an assessment of the 
potential of the 3D-printing processes for the production of the most complex geometrical 
parts of the nozzle. Moreover, the softening temperature of the polymer used was adequate 
to withstand to a secondary bonding process for the final assembly of the demonstrator. 
Actually, for higher mechanical performances and service temperature, metallic parts can 
be taken into consideration also adopting and additive manufacturing technology.

Fig. 2  Design of the technological demonstrator; structural concept (A) and corrugated profile adopted (B) ▸
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3.2  Technological Process

The technological process set up to manufacture the demonstrator consisted of a first step 
for the production of four corrugated semi-tubes, which were subsequently joined in a sec-
ondary assembly process. Such a second step also involved the application and the coating 
of the 3D-printed polymeric cores of the lateral stiffeners. Finally, in a third step, the mod-
ules were joined together in a procedure carried out at room temperature.

In the first step, a pre-shaping procedure was developed to achieve the double curved 
corrugated surface. Two rectangular elastomeric forming pads were manufactured, by 
using a soft silicon rubber  (RECKLI™ Si Compound 20 with a shore A hardness of 20) 
with one side shaped as the corrugated profile to be obtained (Fig. 5A). The fabric plies 
were laminated and pressed within the pads and then wound around a circular mandrel (see 
Fig. 5B). Subsequently, the pre-shaped laminate was applied on an aluminum alloy mold 
and pressed against it by using a third elastomeric pad, as shown in Fig. 5C. The assembly 
was closed inside a vacuum bag and cured in autoclave at 120 °C. A pressure value of 8 
bars was selected to achieve a good surface finish and limit to minimum values the discrep-
ancies with the nominal dimensions. One of the produced elements is shown in Fig. 6.

Once four corrugated elements and the lateral stiffeners were produced, the assem-
bly of each module was carried out. The two halves of the module were positioned 
around a cylindrical a mandrel with a diameter slightly lower than the internal diam-
eter of the corrugated tube (see Fig. 7A) to be connected by means of a double over-
lap junction. The external overlap consisted of the corrugated flange of the polymeric 

Fig. 3  Operational conditions of the nozzles in application scenarios: pressure (A), temperature (B), and 
exhaust velocity (C) vs. normalized expansion ratios

Table 1  List of propulsive parameters of the selected engines

Propulsive data AS1
MR-80B MLE

AS2
Orbital ATK Orion 38

Propellant Hydrazine HTPB/AP/Al
Thrust, N 3000 32,200
Combustion chamber Pressure, Bar 20.0* 39.4**
Combustion chamber Temperature, K 1221* 3482**
Expansion ratio 16.7 49.3
Total firing time, s 560 67.7
Single firing, s 214 67.7
Nozzle exit diam., mm 154 526
Nozzle div. Length, mm 218 842
TVC, deg Multiple engines  ± 5
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lateral stiffeners, and the internal overlap was obtained by co-bonding additional fabric  
plies to the inner surfaces, shown in Fig. 7B. Both the polymeric flange and the addi-
tional plies were bonded to the corrugated tubes by using a film of 3  M™ Scotch-Weld™ 
AF-163-2 k structural adhesive. The exertion of pressure was aided by internal stripes of  
silicon rubber, which were inserted between the composite tubes and the mandrel, visi-
ble in Fig. 7B. The tube halves and the polymeric cores were positioned on an assembly  

Fig. 4  Design of Polyamide lateral stiffeners (A), 3D-printed element with carbon fabric reinforcement 
plies (B) laminated element to be cured in the final assembly process (C)
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fixture shown in Fig.  7C to accomplish a second curing cycle at 120  °C, where car-
bon fabric reinforcing plies were also applied to the stiffeners according to the design 
shown in Fig. 4.

In the final step, the modules produced were eventually connected together by bond-
ing them to an interface aluminum ring having a thickness of 3  mm by using a room 
temperature curing bi-component epoxy adhesive. The complete demonstrator is shown 
in Fig. 7D.

Fig. 5  Elastomeric pad for pre-shaping (A), pre-shaping of composite laminate (B), elastomeric counter-
mold for autoclave curing and metallic mold (C)
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3.3  Development of a Numerical Model and Bending Analysis

The expected mechanical performances of the cylindrical demonstrator were numeri-
cally evaluated by developing a finite element model, which was solved by using the 
Simulia/Abaqus Standard code. Conventional bi-linear shell elements (S4R type  [39]) 
were used to represent both the corrugated tube and the lateral stiffeners. For the con-
nection rings, indicated in Fig. 2A as top, med and bot flange, continuum shell elements 
(SC8R type   [39]) were used. All the elements had a characteristic length of 1.5  mm 
and the FE model had a total number of 106,744 elements and 625,200 DOFs. The 
shells representing the corrugated tube were characterized with a lamination sequence 
[+45/–45] of 0.22 mm thick carbon fabric plies having the elastic properties reported 
in sub-Sect.  3.1. Laminated shells were used also for the stiffeners, with a sequence 
[CF 0/PA/CF 0], which included a central ply with the characteristic of the Polyamide 
(PA) material (E = 1800 MPa and ν = 0.3   [38]). The double overlap junction zone, in 
correspondence of the lateral stiffener elements, was modelled by adding three plies of 

Fig. 6  Example of corrugate element produced; external surface (A), internal surface (B)

Fig. 7  Module assembly: application of overlaminates between the tube halves (A), internal stripes of sili-
con rubber for pressure application (B), fixture for the assembly process (C) and produced demonstrator (D)
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carbon fabric (internal overlap) and one ply with the characteristics of PA material the 
lamination sequence of the shell elements.

Bending analyses were performed to evaluate the deformed shape and the state of stress 
for rotation in different directions. Risk of failure was estimated by considering that the 
characterization tests performed on the carbon fabric material provided a strength in the 
fibre reinforcement direction higher than 800 MPa and a maximum in-plane shear stress 
that exceeded 100  MPa, which was evaluated by testing [+45/-45]2s coupons. A rigid 
body was created with all the nodes belonging to the upper flange, and a rotation of 7° 
was imposed along two axes  X1 and  X2, which lay in the planes of the lateral stiffener ele-
ments of the lower and upper module, and are shown in Fig. 2A. The nodes of the lower 
flange were constrained to the fixed reference frame. The contours presented in Fig. 8 are 
referred to the stress components �11 and �12 for the rotation about the  X2 axis. The stress 
in fibre directions remained in the range –121 MPa ÷  +127 MPa in the corrugated core and 
–58 MPa ÷ 52 MPa in the stiffeners, without evidencing risks for the structural integrity. 
The absolute value of shear in material axis, �12 , was 45 MPa in the corrugated core, which 
was below the average strength of the coupons, though quite close to the linearity limit. 
The moments required to achieve the 7° rotation was 21.4 Nm, identical for both bending 
cases.

3.4  Bending Tests and Validation of the Numerical Approach 

Experimental tests were performed to verify the morphing concept and to correlate the 
numerical results with the experiments, so to validate the numerical approach for subse-
quent studies.

The complete corrugated tube was tested by using the experimental rig shown in Fig. 9. 
Tests were performed by measuring the deflection of the structure under the action of a 
bending moment applied along different bending axes. Load application was carried out by 
using calibrated masses (0.5 to 2 kg) placed at 500 mm of distance from the tube longitu-
dinal axis, at the end of a 1 m long metallic beam with a weight of 1 kg, shown in Fig. 9, 
which was attached to the flange at the top of the tube. The response was experimentally 
assessed by applying masses having increasing values and varying the orientation of the 

Fig. 8  Contour of �
11

 (A) and �
12

 (B), both in MPa, in a bending analysis (rotation of 7° about X2 axis)
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beam with respect to the plane containing the upper lateral stiffener element, at different 
angular positions equally spaced of 45°. The obtained inclinations of the beam were meas-
ured by using a digital inclinometer and are shown by the white symbols in Fig. 4. It can 
be observed that the response is approximately linear and rotation angles up to 4.7° were 
obtained without any indication of damage. Rotations were quite constant with the varia-
tion of moment direction, with the exception of those obtained when the beam was rotated 
at 0° and 180° and is thus aligned with the upper lateral stiffeners, which probably intro-
duced a stiffening effect. However, maximum discrepancies between the rotation angles 
with a mass of 2 kg were below 10% with respect to the average values.

The tests were analyzed by applying proper boundary conditions to the numerical model 
described in sub-Sect. 3.3 The numerical results are compared with the experimental ones 
in Fig. 10. Numerical results also exhibit a variation with the moment orientation, though 
such phenomenon is less apparent than in the experimental data. Overall, the correlation 

Fig. 9  Experimental bending test: lay-out with 2 kg of mass loading (A), magnification of the bending of 
the sample (B)

Fig. 10  Experimental and 
numerical deflection angles in 
bending tests
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can be considered acceptable, taking into account all the possible imperfections introduced 
in the manufacturing process which were not represented in the numerical model. Consid-
ering the average experimental rotations with a mass of 2 kg, the bending stiffness of the 
demonstrator results of 2.18 Nm/deg.

4  Design and Analysis of a Flexible Thermal Protection System

4.1  Material Selection for the TPS 

Manufacturing, testing and numerical models of the demonstrator indicated the feasibility 
of the corrugated composite nozzle concept from the technological and mechanical stand-
point. However, the internal surface of the nozzle is required to be protected by the exces-
sive temperature or the direct contact with the exhaust gases, and to present a smooth sur-
face for their flow, in order to maximize propulsive efficiency. These requirements should 
be met without increasing excessively the bending stiffness, so to minimize the loads 
required for actuation.

The limit temperature for the walls of the nozzle can be set to the glass transition tem-
perature, Tg, of the composite plies constituting the corrugated laminate. Actually, carbon-
epoxy reinforced fabric plies typically used in aerospace field can exhibit a Tg in the range 
of 170 °C ÷ 180 °C or higher [40], with even better mechanical properties than those of the 
material used for the demonstrator. Therefore, such temperature level represents a basic 
requirement for the TPS integrated in the nozzle. Moreover, an elongation at failure of at 
least 10% and a low stiffness were considered additional requirements for the TPS material 
selection, due to the large deformation achieved by the corrugated structure during TVC 
operations.

A survey of the solutions adopted in rocket propulsion [41–51] points out that the basic 
ingredients of the FTPS system for the morphing nozzle concept could be represented by 
two classes of materials: cork-based and EPDM-based (Ethylene Propylene Diene Mono-
mer) compound formulations.

For applications in the space propulsion field, a mix of cork granule (70% in weight) 
and of a special thermoset phenolic binder was developed for high heat resistance [43–45, 
52]. The properties listed in Table 2, taken from [45, 52, 53], exemplify the combination of 

Table 2  Main physical and thermal properties of the materials involved in the design of the FTPS

Physical property Phenolic/cork 
P45[43, 45, 52, 
53]

EPDM 
compound 
[47, 51]

Hybrid EPDM-
based compos-
ite[49]

Honeycomb[56]

Density, ρ, g/cm3 0.320 0.98/1.1 1.239 0.0977
Thermal conductivity, k, 

 Wm−1  K−1
0.060 - 0.178 5.863

Specific heat, Cp,  JKg−1  K−1 2500 - 1691 893
Ablation rate, mm/s 0.06–0.25 0.09 0.006 N/A
Young modulus (MPa) 18.0 16.0 - See Table 3
Poisson’s ratio - 0.45 - See Table 3
Elongation 30% 96.7% 12.1%  > 10%
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low density, low thermal conductivity, stiffness and high maximum elongation (30%) that 
can be achieved. The studies reported in [43, 44] indicates that the major pyrolysis reaction 
and char formation for phenolic cork material occurs at about 750 K, when heated under 
nitrogen or air at atmospheric pressure. These values indicate the possibility of adopting a 
layer of phenolic cork as FTPS in AS1, where the maximum temperature in the deformable 
part of the nozzle is lower than 550 K (see Fig. 3B), although such a temperature level is 
close to degradation limits for phenolic resins.

In the morphing part of the nozzle for scenario AS2, the temperature reaches 2000 K, 
and a different concept must be considered to protect the nozzle structure. A flexible abla-
tive layer made of EPDM elastomer can be considered, since it is normally adopted in 
combustion chambers (around the igniter, the motor case and the aft dome) of solid rocket 
motors. EPDM-based compounds are used typically in the presence of higher pressure, 
temperature, but lower velocities than those that characterize the terminal sections of the 
nozzles [46, 47, 54]. The ablation mechanism in EPDM is characterized by the forma-
tion of char on the surface of the EPDM-based insulation materials exposed to the hot 
exhaust gases. A reference temperature for the char formation of EPDM based ablatives 
can be set at about 800 K, when the layer is heated in nitrogen and air [46, 47, 54]. Sev-
eral types of filler, such as carbon fibres, silica, asbestos, cork powder, and aramid fibres 
are used to reinforce the EPDM rubber and thus to improve ablative efficiency and the 
structural integrity of EPDM-based TPS [50], since they reduce to char removal under the 
action of gas flow. The thermo-mechanical properties of a conventional EPDM-based com-
pound used as ablative layer are reported in Table 2, where an ablation rate of 0.09 mm/s 
is reported. Properties are taken from [47] except the Young modulus, which is the high-
est initial slope of the stress vs. strain response of filled and unfilled EPDM compounds, 
reported in [51]. Different types of reinforcements such as chopped carbon fibres, Kevlar 
pulp and ammonium polyphosphate were combined in [49], achieving an ablation rate as 
low as 0.006 mm/s, with an elongation at failure of about 12%. The properties reported in 
[49] for such material have been included in Table 2 (Hybrid EPDM-based composite).

4.2  Integration of the Flexible Thermal Protection System in the Nozzle Internal 
Surface

The integration of the FTPS in the corrugated nozzle is an engineering challenge to be 
considered and has to take into consideration the requirement related to the smoothness of 
the internal surface. A lightweight solution can be based on the concept presented in [27, 
28], where it is described the technological and experimental assessment of a corrugated 
morphing skin for aeronautical application, based on the integration of a smooth and aero-
dynamically efficient elastomeric cover on corrugated laminates. Following the approach 
proposed in [27], honeycomb stripes are inserted in the “valleys” of the corrugation to sus-
tain a flexible layer, so to obtain the configuration sketched in Fig. 11A. According to the 
experimental and numerical results reported in [27], honeycomb must be connected to the 
elastomeric layer, but not glued to corrugated walls and the bottom of the stripe is simply 
in contact with the corrugated composite. For the application of this concept to the cur-
rent study, an aluminum honeycomb CR-III – 1/8 – 5052 – 6.1P, produced by Hexcel, was 
selected for the FTPS of the morphing nozzle, with the thermal properties that are reported 
in Table 2. The mechanical properties of the honeycomb, taken by producer datasheet [56], 
are reported in Table 3, where the axis 3 is considered along the cell axis, The properties 
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along the in-plane directions (axes 1 and 2) are assumed very small and have a negligible 
influence of the mechanical performance of the system.

The experiments and the analyses conducted in [27] showed that the elastomeric 
layer supported by the honeycomb expands and contracts following the deformation 
of the corrugated without large wrinkles. However, when the corrugated laminate is 
stretched, the bottom of the valleys bends and tends to push the honeycomb upwards. 
In the present application, due to high thickness of the protective layer and to the effect 
of internal pressure field, such phenomenon may lead to stiffen the overall system. This 
was verified during the set-up of the numerical model of the complete nozzle, presented 
in the subsequent Sect. 5. Accordingly, the interposition of a soft layer of silicon rub-
ber between the corrugated valley and honeycomb was included in the design of FTPS, 
shown in Fig.  11B. The elastomeric material used in [27] was considered for such 
application.

4.3  Thermal Analyses in the Considered Application Scenarios

The FTPS conceived in the previous subsections was dimensioned for both AS1 and 
AS2, by considering the material properties listed in Table  2 and taking into account 
the temperatures and the velocities of exhaust gases at the beginning of the corrugated 
section of the nozzle, provided in Fig. 3. The design hypotheses were verified by means 
of a thermal transient analysis performed on a finite element model of the simplified 
square-shaped geometry shown in Fig.  12. The homogenized honeycomb, the silicon 
rubber cushion, and the FTPS material were modelled by using solid elements with a 
typical length of 1  mm. Such internal mesh is merged with a mesh of shell elements 
that represents the composite laminated laminate, for a total number of about 40,000 

Table 3  Mechanical properties of the honeycomb selected to support the FTPS

E33 (MPa) E11 = E22 (MPa) v12 v13 = v23 G12 (MPa) G13 (MPa) G23 (MPa)

1654 0.01 0.3 0.0001 0.0038 675 282

Fig. 11  Integration of FTPS in 
the corrugated laminate: initial 
concept (A) and ablative/insula-
tor solution with an interposed 
elastomeric cushion (B)
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elements and 62,000 degrees of freedom. Thermal properties of the material listed in 
Table 2 have been used to characterize the solid element of the model, while a thermal 
conductance of 0.870  Wm−1K−1 and a specific heat of 935  Jkg−1K−1 were considered 
for the carbon fabric material [55].

Analyses have been performed by imposing the boundary conditions represented by the 
internal heat exchange with the exhaust gases and the radiation between the composite noz-
zle and the external environment, consisting of two contributions, as sketched in Fig. 12A.

The expression of the heat flows at the internal surfaces, related to convention and 
radiation, are given in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.

The coefficient of forced convection between the internal gases and the FTPS surface 
was formulated as in Eq. (3):

where k is the thermal conductivity of exhaust gases, which was set to 0.32  Wm-1K-1 for 
hydrazine in AS1 [57] and to 0.535  Wm−1K−1 for aluminized solid propellant in AS2 [58], 
D is the diameter of the nozzle in the considered section, Nu is the Nusselt number, which 
depends on laminar or turbulent regime of the gas flow. For Reynolds number, Re, lower 
than 2300, the flow is considered laminar and Nu is equal to 4.36, whereas for Re higher 
than 2300 the flow is turbulent and Nu depends on Reynolds number and Prandlt number, 
Pr, according to the relation given in Eq. (4) [55].

The radiative heating resulting from the exhaust gases was considered negligible for 
hydrazine, due to low wall temperature [5] in AS1. For the solid propellant in AS2, 
expression given in Eq. 2 was adopted. In the formula, � is the Stefan-Boltzmann con-
stant, � is the surface absorptivity, set at 0.9 under the assumption of grey body, and �gas 

(1)qconvection = hi
(
Tgas − TFTPS

)

(2)qradiation = ��

(
�gasT

4

gas
− T4

FTPS

)

(3)hi = Nu ⋅ k∕D

(4)Nu = 0.23Re0.8Pr0.3

Fig. 12  Representative model for thermal analyses (A) and geometry of the corrugation (B)
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is the emissivity of the exhaust gases which was computed according to the expression 
given in Eq. 5 [59] at the considered nozzle section of diameter D:

where nAl is the percentage in mass of aluminum content in the propellant and �b  is the gas 
bulk density.

The model was used to verify three design hypotheses for the FTPS. In particular, 
for AS1, a purely insulating phenolic cork layer of 3.5  mm was chosen, whereas for 
AS2 two possibilities were analyzed. In the first case (AS2/A), a layer of EDPM com-
pound was considered, with a thickness of 6.3  mm, which was evaluated considering 
the firing time presented in Table  1 and the ablation rate of 0.09  mm/s presented in 
Table  2. A second version (AS2/B) is presented considering 1  mm thick layer of the 
hybrid EPDM-based composite reported in Table 2, with a significantly lower ablation 
rate (0.006 mm/s) and an insulating layer of 3.5 mm of Phenolic Cork.

A transient was analyzed by imposing initial temperatures to the nozzle structures 
and a constant temperature, Tgas, at the internal boundary, for the whole firing time. 
Relevant data are reported in Table 4. Without detailed data regarding the mission and 
the external insulation, the initial temperature of the nozzle structure were set to a rea-
sonable value. The initial temperature for AS2 was set to 873.15 K (600 °C),a value that 
took into account the temperature of char formation in the EPDM material, as discussed 
in Sect. 4.1. A conservative assumption was adopted considering the heat exchange of 
the external surface of the nozzle with the external environment, which was neglected.

The contour reported in Fig. 13A and B are referred to the plot of the temperature 
increment with respect to initial temperature at the end of the transient analyses for the 
cases AS1 and AS2/A, respectively.

The analyses indicate that all the three FTPS system obtain promising results in terms 
of insulation capabilities, since the maximum temperature reached by the composite 
laminate during the firing time is below the level of 180°, as presented in Fig. 13C. In 
particular, for the cases AS2/A and AS2/B, the temperature remained lower than 100 °C 
at the end of the firing time. Such result is promising for the possibility of fulfilling 
the imposed requirements also considering the uncertainties related to material prop-
erties and the progressive reduction of the ablative layer but also, on the other hand, 
the possible adoption of composite materials specially developed for high temperature 
applications.

(5)�gas = 1 − exp
(
−3.972nAl�bD∕32

)

Table 4  Analyses for preliminary sizing of FTPS and max numerical temperature

Scenario Initial 
Temp. 
(K)

EPDM 
thickness 
(mm)

Cork 
Thickness 
(mm)

Exhaust Temp. (K) Firing Time (s) Max Final 
Temp. (°C)

AS1
3.5 mm Cork

293 0 3.5 520 214 175.3

AS2/A
6.3 mm EPDM

293 6.3 0 873.15 67 81.0

AS2/B
3.5 mm 

Cork + 1 mm 
EPDM

293 1.0 3.5 873.15 67 104
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4.4  Motivation and Guidelines for Alternative Innovative FTPS Configurations

The FTPS’s proposed and analyzed in the previous subsection were based on insulating 
and ablative layers made of materials that are traditionally used in rocket propulsion. How-
ever, recent technological advancements should be considered to increase the effective-
ness of the morphing nozzle concept proposed in this paper. Actually, the properties of the 
Hybrid EDPM based composite reported in [49] are particularly promising to develop thin 
and flexible ablative layers with optimal ablation properties and relatively high elongation 
at failure. The properties reported for this material were included in Table 2 and considered 
in the AS/B case to verify the insulating properties of the FTPS, but it should be observed 
that the formulation is characterized by high filler content, which is expected to increase 
the stiffness of the material. Unfortunately, stiffness values are not indicated in [49], though 
they should be known with accuracy to evaluate the validity of the morphing concept.

An issue that should be carefully taken into account is represented by the risk due to the 
erosion of the proposed heat shields, associated to the loss of charred material due to the 
shear stress exerted by the supersonic flow in the divergent region of the nozzle, especially 
in the presence of alumina particles. For the cork-based material, it is known that during 
the exposure to an harsh environment the charred material tends to expand and crack and, 
as a result, tends to be removed in presence of strong shear stresses induced by the combus-
tion gases. The erosion resistance of phenolic/cork based ablatives can be increased using 
additional fillers in the baseline formulations such as chopped fibres and char enhancers. 
However, it should be observed that operational temperatures in AS1 are quite low and that 
in AS2/B the cork-based insultation layer is protected by the ablative EPDM layer.

For AS2 scenarios, the presence of high temperatures and gas exhaust velocities could 
be critical for the erosion of ablative material. The specific conditions and requirements 
of the nozzle concept under study require an experimental assessment and could lead to 
the development of ad hoc formulated flexible protective layers, such as the one conceived 
for inflatable thermal shield presented in [60]. Innovative solutions for the nozzle protec-
tion could also be developed by using ablative/refractory and insulating layer made of fiber 
pre-forms. A first promising candidates is represented by the braided performs i.e. tubular 

Fig. 13  Contour of temperature increment for AS1 (A) and AS2/A (B) at the end of the transient, and evo-
lution of temperature on the composite plies for the AS1, AS2/A, and AS2/B cases
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sleeving (or simply sleeves) to be applied on the inner wall of the nozzle. These preforms 
allow to produce composite parts having a cylindrical symmetry and complex geometries 
with minimum efforts, maximizing the affordability and reliability of the manufacturing 
process. Once the size of a sleeve is selected, the preform can be deformed in a given range 
of diameters corresponding to a minimum and maximum degree of the fiber orientation. 
Commercial sleeves are generally available in different sizes (typically up to 25″ for PAN-
based carbon or E-glass fibers) and can be used to produce high pressure tank or to manu-
facture the nozzle assembly of solid rocket motors [61]. Braided preforms have to be gener-
ally impregnated with the proper infiltrant to meet the thermo-mechanical requirements of 
the part to be manufactured. In the application under study an elastomeric infiltrant such 

Fig. 14  Application of carbon fabric sleeves for internal coating of nozzles: carbon sleeve (A), nozzle-
shaped mold (B), and application of the sleeve to the nozzle geometry (C)
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as silicone could be candidate to produce the flexible TPS inner heat shield. Figure 14A 
shows a tubular sleeve, which can be shaped around a mold reproducing the nozzle shape 
(Fig. 14B), as indicated in Fig. 14C.

The considerations reported in this subsection suggest that alternative and innovative 
different technologies exist or are currently being studied to develop a lightweight TPS 
with adequate ablation properties and low stiffness values, which would lead to minimize 
the force required for actuation. In particular, the potential of new materials and technolo-
gies could improve the performances of the solutions which are presented in detail in the 
next section, which are however based on consolidated materials for the development of 
the FTPS.

5  Mechanical Performances of a Design Solution for a Selected 
Application Scenario 

5.1  Selected Configuration and Development of a FE Model 

The feasibility studies for the thermal protection of the corrugated sections completed the 
information required for a possible design hypothesis of the morphing nozzle concept pro-
posed in this paper. A classical theory for shaping the nozzle contour [62, 63] was applied 
to identify the geometry of a morphing nozzle with 6 kN of thrust, a divergent length 
of 276 mm, a throat diameter of 38 mm and an exit diameter of 196 mm, with the same 
expansion ratio and propulsive parameters of AS1 case. As an example, this nozzle could 
be applied to develop an engine with TVC providing two times the thrust of the MR-80B 
MLE engine, considered in the AS1 and the availability of TVC could reduce the number 
of thrusters required for maneuvering the planetary lander in the original application. It can 
be observed that reference values for the thrust-to-weight ratio of an engine can be set to 90 
without any TVC capability and to 55 for engines with TVC [64], but also that the concept 
proposed in the paper is expected to reduce the weight and the complexity required for the 
introduction of TVC.

The finite element model of the nozzle is presented in Fig.  15, where also the main 
geometrical parameters are provided. The model includes a rigid section, about 100 mm 
long, which was modelled by using rigid elements (R3D4 type [39]). The morphing section 
starts from 36.1% of the divergent length and was designed considering two corrugated 
modules with mutually perpendicular lateral stiffeners and the same corrugated profile of 
the cylindrical demonstrator discussed in Sect.  2, modelled by using bi-linear laminated 
shell elements (S4R type [39]). A lay-up[45]2 made of fabric plies was considered, with the 
properties of the material used for the technological demonstrator. The total length of the 
morphing part is about 180 mm.

The lateral stiffeners were meshed as shown in Fig.  15B and modelled considering a 
1.0 mm thick core in titanium alloy (E=110000 MPa, v=0.3), which was externally rein-
forced by two external layers of carbon fabric ply, oriented in the direction of the nozzle 
axis.

The model of the design solution was developed considering the need of studying 
different combination of materials and thicknesses for the FTPS systems, based on the 
scheme proposed in Fig. 11. The development of many different geometries and meshes 
was avoided by defining equivalent materials for the layers 1, 2 and 3, shown in Fig. 15B, 
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which represent the supportingfiller in the corrugated valleys, the insulating layer, and the 
ablative layer, repsectively.

All the versions evaluated in the numerical activity included the introduction of hon-
eycomb stripes to support the FTPS in the valley of the corrugate nozzle, with a thick-
ness  shoneycomb = 12  mm, which was modelled by 8-noded bricks (C3D8R type [39]) 
denoted as layer 1 in Fig. 15B. A silicon rubber cushion with a thickness srubber = 1.5 mm 
was included between the valleys of the corrugated laminate and the bottom of the hon-
eycomb stripe, as shown in Fig. 11B, for the reasons discussed in subsection 4.2. Such a 
solution was modelled by means of an equivalent material for layer1, with Young mod-
ulus Eeq1 , which was obtained by combining the stiffness of the honeycomb insert, with 
a modulus Ehoneycomb and a thickness shoneycomb , and the one of the rubber cushion, with 
a modulus Erubber and a thickness srubber. As shown in Eq.  6, the Young modulus Eeq1 
was evaluated by inverting the sum of the compliances per unit area of the honeycomb 
insert, Ehoneycomb∕shoneycomb , and of rubber cushion, Erubber /srubber, both divided by the total 
thickness to obtain an equivalent material:

A value Erubber of 0.45 MPa was considered for the silicon rubber cushion [27] and the 
application of Eq. 6 with such value and the honeycomb module provided in Table 3 led 
to Eeq1 = 4.04 MPa. Hence, the orthotropic material data in Table 3 were used, with the 
substituion E33 = Eeq1 , to characterize the filler material in layer 1 shown in Fig. 15B, con-
sidering the application of the rubber cushion.

The flexible protection made of ablative and/or insulating layers was modelled by using 
solid elements (C3D8R type [39]), considering a thickness linearly variable along the noz-
zle axis, sFTPD(x) , starting from a thickness of 6.9 mm at the beginning of the morphing 

(6)Eeq1 =
1

1

shoneycomb+srubber

srubber

Erubber

+
1

shoneycomb+srubber

shonyecomb

Ehoneycomb

Fig. 15  Finite element model of the design solution (A) and detail of the lateral section in the morphing 
section in the three-layer version (B)
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section, until a thicknes of 3.9 mm at the end section of the nozzle. The thickness of FTPS 
in the model was indicative and single equivalent material, with a Young Modulus Eeq2 was 
used to characterize all the elements of the FTPS denoted as layer2 and layer3 in Fig. 15B. 
This made possible modelling with a single FE mesh the mechanical response of a generic 
combination of materials and thickness for the insulating (layer 2) and ablative (layer 3) 
sub-layers, with Young moduli ELayer2 and ELayer3 , and also different thickness tLayer2 and 
tLayer3 , respectively. Assuming that the thickness fractions of the two sub-layers remained 
constant along the nozzle, first an equivalent modulus EFTPS was evaluated considering the 
thickness fraction of the two layers in the initial section of the morphing nozzle, according 
a rule of mixture. Then the equivalent module Eeq2 for the FE model was found by consid-
ering the ratio between the actual thickness of the FTPS in design hypothesis, tFTPS, and the 
initial total thickness of the layers represent by solid elements in the finite element model, 
tModel . The complete expression of Eeq2 is given in Eq. 7.

Overall, the finite element model of the nozzle was developed with a total number of 
about 200,000 shell elements and more than 2 million of solid element. The mesh of solid 
elements and the shell mesh were connected through an algorithm provide by the solver 
code to join dissimilar mesh (Tie [39]). Such technique was also used to connect the mor-
phing and the rigid parts of the nozzle as well as the edges of the lateral stiffeners to the 
corrugated profile. At the exit section, a rigid body was created with the element of the 
end flange. The application of a rigid rotation to such flange was intended to represent the 
action of an actuation system and the reaction moment evaluated the moment required for 
the morphing of the nozzle.

The load conditions consisted of an internal pressure field, which took into account 
both the pressure in the rigid nozzle for AS1 scenario, given in Fig. 3A, and an additional 
pressure field originated by the variation of velocity vector of the fluid. The pressure field 
for the rigid nozzle varies from 0.35  bar at the beginning of the morphing part until to 
0.1 bar at the exit. It was interpolated by an exponential functions and applied to the inter-
nal surface of the ablative/insulating layer, as shown in Fig. 16A. The additional pressure 
field was evaluated in correspondence of a rotation of 9°, imposed to the rigid flange at 

(7)EEq2 =
tFTPS

tModel

EFTPS =
tFTPSl

tModel

(
tlayer2

tFTPS
Elayer2 +

tlayer3

tFTPS
Elayer3

)

Fig. 16  Application of internal pressure fields: rigid nozzle pressure field (A), additional pressure field esti-
manted for the variation of velocity direction (B), force and pressure values for a rotation of 9° about the y 
axis (C)
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the nozzle exit. The morphing part of the nozzle was divided into six sections, shown in 
Fig. 16B and the rotation angles of the nozzle axis, �i , were estimated for each section. 
Considering the rotation of the fixed section �0 = 0 , the force ΔFi , exerted by the fluid on 
each section was estimated as:

where ṁ is the mass flow rate and the |�⃗v| is the magnitude of the gas exhaust velocity.
Such force was distributed as a constant pressure field acting on half of the circumfer-

ence of the internal wall of the corresponding section, as shown in Fig.  16B. The table 
included in Fig. 16C referred to a rotation about the y axis, reports the values of the lateral 
force and of the corresponding pressure for each section. It can be observed that, due to 
the presence of the lateral stiffeners, the rotation is completely obtained in the first three 
sections.

5.2  Numerical Results 

The rotation of 9° about y involves the deformation of the morphing part closest to the 
throat, where the internal pressure is higher and the thermal protection system is thicker. 
Accordingly, the highest stress values and moments required for morphing are expected. 
The FE analysis for such a rotation was performed for three configurations of the FTPS, 
corresponding to the three cases presented in Table 4. In particular, the thicknesses reported 
in Table 4 were applied by calculating the equivalent Young moduli through Eq. 7, where 
layer2 represented the insulating cork layer, while layer3 represented the ablative EPDM 
layer. As discussed in the previous subsection, these thickness values were considered 
referred to the initial section of the morphing nozzle. Following the FE model geometry, 
the FTPS thickness decreased linearly, until a value of 56% of the initial thickness at the 
nozzle exit. It has been already observed in Sect. 3 that the Young modulus adopted of the 
EPDM is the maximum among the responses reported in [51], which include filled com-
pounds. For such a reason, such value was also considered an approximation for the Hybrid 
EDPM based composite with reduced ablation rate [49], adopted for AS2/B scenario.

The main results of the analyses are presented in Table 5, which reports the maximum 
values of stress in the corrugated composite skin, in the composite reinforcing plies applied 
to the lateral stiffeners, in the titanium alloy core of such stiffeners. Moreover, the moment 
to be applied to the flange for the actuation and the bending stiffness are presented.

The bending moments required for achieving a rotation of 9° increases with the stiff-
ness of the FTPS system. The figures of the bending stiffness are between 38.7 Nm/deg 
and 46.5 Nm/deg, that is about 20 times higher than that estimated from the experiments 
reported in Sect. 3.4 for the technological demonstrator presented in Sect. 3. Though the 
model of the nozzle has a larger final diameter and a shorter length with respect to tech-
nological demonstrator presented in Sect. 3, such large difference can be attributed to the 
stiffness of the FTPS system. Indeed, the comparison of the results referred to AS2/B and 
AS1 indicates that adding 1 mm of EPDM layer led to a 20% increment of the moment 
required for actuation. As a reference, the torque required for a 330 mm diameter insulated 
flexbeam joint in [16] are between 180 Nm/deg and 237 Nm/deg, neglecting the internal 
aerodynamic torque, depending on the material used for insulation. If insulation was not 
considered the torque is reduced to 113 Nm/deg. Although the nozzles considered in [16] 
cannot be directly compared with the one modelled in the present work, these data confirm 
the great influence of the thermal protective system on the moment required for actuation.

(8)ΔFi = ṁ|�⃗v| sin
(
𝜗i − 𝜗i−1

)
i = 1, 2, ..6
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The maximum tensile normal stress in the composite skin are about 630 MPa, whereas 
the compressive one reaches a minimum of about –643 MPa. Such values are significant, 
though they are below the limits of many carbon-reinforced composite fabrics [40]. A 
maximum shear stress slightly higher than 100  MPa is obtained for all the considered 
configuration. Such value is close to the ultimate in-plane shear strength of typical car-
bon/epoxy composite plies, as be evaluated from the material data reported in [40].

The contours of normal and shear stress for AS2/B case are presented in Fig. 17. The 
qualitative distribution of the stress components is actually similar for all the three con-
figurations presented. It can be observed that maximum values are obtained in the val-
leys of the first and last corrugations of the module rotated, while the central corruga-
tion is subjected to lower stress values. A reinforcement in such zones, the optimization 
of the corrugated profile and of the load transmission between the lateral stiffeners and 
the flanges and between the flanges and the composite skin could lead to a mitigation of 
the peak stress and/or to an increment of the maximum rotation angle achievable.

The maximum principal strains in the solid elements representing the FTPS systems 
(layers 2 and 3 in Fig. 15B) are shown in Fig. 18 for the AS1 case, where only an insulat-
ing cork layer is considered (Fig. 18A), and in the AS2/A configuration (Fig. 18B), where 
the solid mesh represent a layer made of EDPM polymer. It can be seen that the maximum 
values are below the 25% elongation, that is lower than the maximum elongation levels 
presented in Table 3 for the cork and the EPDM compound, though they exceed the value 
of 12.1% declared for the hybrid EPDM with low ablation rate proposed in [49].

Fig. 17  Stress distribution in MPa on the composite skins in the AS2/B configuration for a rotation of 9°: 
normal stress �

11
 (A), shear stress �

12
 (B)

Fig. 18  Maximum principal strain in the FTPS layers for a rotation of 9°: AS1 scenario (A), AS2/A sce-
nario
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The results reported in Table 5 also includes the stress components in the lateral stiffen-
ers, which transmit the vertical resultant of the wall pressure to the rigid part of the nozzle 
and, at the same time, bend to accomplish the rotation. The stress values in both the com-
posite reinforcements and in internal core, characterized by considering the properties of a 
Titanium alloy, are well below the elastic limits of the materials.

6  Concluding Remarks

The paper presented the possibility of exploiting the properties of composite corrugated 
laminates for the development of a morphing nozzle with thrust vector control. The struc-
tural concept was based on the separation of the load path involved in axial thrust transmis-
sion from the requirements related to the containment of internal pressures and to the con-
trol of the bending compliance, which are demanded to a corrugated composite skin. The 
structural concept and the technological feasibility of the required cylindrical corrugated 
shape by lamination of composite plies were successfully tested by developing a techno-
logical demonstrator, which was also exploited to validate a numerical approach. The chal-
lenges related to the protection from the hot exhaust plume were preliminary addressed 
by proposing systems conjugating insulation and ablation performances with flexibility 
and high elongation at failures. Solutions aimed at overcome the limitations of the flex-
ible thermal protection system concepts studied in the paper were also proposed. The solu-
tions obtained with the integration of such protective layers in the composite nozzle were 
evaluated numerically, by using material data collected through a survey of the open litera-
ture. Numerical models simulated the thermal transient in two different realistic applica-
tion scenarios and made possible the definition of possible configurations for a flexible 
internal thermal protection system. Finally, the results of the technological, experimental 
and numerical activities were combined in a virtual model of the nozzle, which was ana-
lyzed under the action of all the mechanical loads originated by the internal pressures, the 
actuation moment required for deformation of the nozzle and the additional pressure field 
related to the deviation of the thrust vector. The results achieved indicated that the pro-
posed concept is technologically feasible and that the stress and temperature levels in oper-
ational conditions can be maintained within adequate limits. Although several simplifying 
assumptions were introduced in the numerical evaluations, many of these simplifications 
were actually conservative, such as those related to the maximum working temperature of 
the composite skin and the stiffness of the EPDM compounds. Moreover, the corrugated 
profile and the overall structural design of the virtual configurations investigated were not 
optimized and there are margins to improve the mechanical performances of the system.

Overall, the concept appears promising, from the technological and functional stand-
point, to develop a sacrificial morphing terminal section of a nozzle, characterized by rela-
tively low complexity and cost with respect to the solutions currently adopted for thrust 
vector control. The capability of reaching rotation angles higher than those obtained 
in typical flexseal applications was assessed. The activities performed point out that the 
development of an ad hoc flexible thermal protection system represents a key aspect for the 
development of a successful application with lower complexity, cost and actuation torque 
with respect to the currently adopted technologies. Indeed, the specific operational condi-
tions and requirements for such thermal protection system are characterized by lower pres-
sures and temperature with respect to typical applications in propulsive systems, but also 
by higher gas velocities. Moreover, the flexibility of the thermal protection system greatly 
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affects the moment required for the actuation and has a direct impact on the power required 
for the actuation and the total weight. Finally, it has to be remarked, that the assessment 
of the technological feasibility of composite elements with high bending compliance and 
axial load bearing capability may be exploited to substitute more complex mechanisms 
where relative motions between structural elements is required, in application fields that 
could be different from the one investigated in this paper.
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